[Photopic negative response of eyes with normal-tension glaucoma].
The purpose of this study was to investigate the behavior of the photopic negative response(PhNR) of cone-induced electroretinogram (cone ERG) in patients with normal-tension glaucoma (NTG). Cone ERGs were recorded from 30 eyes of 30 patients with NTG according to the recording conditions of the International Society for Clinical Electrophysiology of Vision protocol which is now widely used in clinics. The amplitudes and implicit times of the PhNRs were measured and compared with normal controls. I further attempted to find a correlation between the PhNR amplitude loss and the cupping/disc ratio representing a loss of the nerve fiber layer and severity of visual field defbct. The PhNR amplitudes recorded from patients with NTG were significantly reduced compared with those from normal subjects (p < 0.05). However, the PhNR amplitude loss did not correlate with the cupping/disc ratio or the severity of visual field defect. The Results suggested that the PhNR amplitude qualitatively reflected ganglion cell loss in patients with NTG even under recording conditions which are widely used in the clinical field.